The scheme of a unified Darwinian evolutionary theory for physical and biological systems is described. Every physical system is methodologically endowed with a classical information processor what turns every system into an agent being also susceptible to evolution. Biological systems retain this structure as natural extensions of physical systems from which they are built up. Optimization of information flows turns out to be the key element to study the possible emergence of quantum behavior and the unified Darwinian description of physical and biological systems. The Darwinian natural selection scheme is completed by the Lamarckian component in the form of the anticipation of states of surrounding bio-physical systems.
1.Introduction.
There are certain frameworks, like universal Darwinism (Dawkins,1983) or generalized Darwinism (Aldrich, 2008) , that apply the essence of Darwinism (evolution under natural selection of systems possessing the properties of variation, selection and retention) to different domains of knowledge. Darwinism has been also applied in physics as a possible mechanism explaining different fundamental problems (Smolin, 2006 , Zurek, 2009 . In this article a theory in progress (Baladrón, 2010 (Baladrón, , 2014 Baladrón and Khrennikov, 2016) is reviewed whose aim is to explore the possibility of unifying Darwinism for the physical and the biological realms. In a certain sense, it can be considered an extension of Darwinism to the physical domain, but at the same time, in a deeper level, a unification of the physical and biological descriptions under a generalized Darwinian perspective in which information would play a central role applied to the specialized physical and biological domains. In the end, biological systems are built with matter. Therefore, biological systems must also comply with physical laws, and a connection between matter and life is already established in the physical realm. However, might there be a deeper connection? The function of life is to continue to exist, in a constantly changing environment (Eigen, 2013; Hill and Nowak, 2014) . Could this be also asserted for the function of matter from the perspective of quantum mechanics? Thus, the question arises as to whether Darwinism could be a unifying approach for the description of matter and life under the overarching framework of information.
This theory studies the possibility of generating implementing quantumlike behavior in classical dynamical physical systems that are methodologically endowed with a probabilistic classical Turing machine (see Encyclopedia of Mathematics, 2013. Turing machine), i.e. basically an information processor plus a random number generator -for biological systems that will be explicitly considered in Section 3 the information processor would be the network of the processors associated to their physical constituents. 1 Every physical system would then be governed by a program that would have been developed under the action of Darwinian evolution starting at the Big Bang ( = 0) in the physical space and a corresponding initial information state of minimal content coding the initial conditions. These initial conditions in the information space would be the following. Initial state and algorithm defining the random number generator; the basic set of abstract elements and operations that defines the Turing machine (see Barker-Plummer, 2016 ; and Section 2.1); the connecting rules between the information space and the physical space of the bare system; and finally at = 0 the blank state for the information about the physical space (surrounding systems) from an initial information blank state. In this way every fundamental system would become an agent in an evolutionary scenario in which there would be no universal laws, but systems driven by programs that would evolve submitted to natural selection pressure (see Fig. 1 for a representation of the self-interaction process in a system resulting from the interplay between the bare material system and the probabilistic classical Turing machine). This informationtheoretic Darwinian scenario would provide meaning to the information conveyed by every agent. The meaning of information would be its utility for the stability or survival of the agent. Quantum-like behavior would then result from the optimization of past, present and anticipated classical information flows for the stability of the system. Therefore, this theory might shed new light (Baladrón and Khrennikov, 2016) on the concept of quantum information (Nielsen and Chuang, 2000; Jaeger, 2007) and its relation with classical information.
In our model, bio-physical systems demonstrate the ability for anticipation of states of surrounding systems. This ability is the output of functioning of Turing machines associated with systems. 2 signatures of network functioning were discussed in De Barros and Suppes (2009), and De Barros (2012) . 2 The anticipation component of the evolutionary dynamics can be compared with the active information field interpretation of the wave function, see Bohm and Hiley (1993) . Such a component also plays the fundamental role in theory of partially directed evolution which was developed in the works Melkikh (2014) , and Melkikh and Khrennikov (2015, 2016) and it was based on exploring the mathematical formalism of quantum information theory. This anticipation dimension can be treated as the Lamarckian element of the model, see Asano et al. (2014 Asano et al. ( , 2015 for extended discussion.
This information-theoretic physical Darwinism, which would explain the emergence of quantum behavior and would underlie the unification of the evolutionary description of physical and biological systems, would represent a solution to the conundrum of the meta-laws (Unger and Smolin, 2015) , which is intrinsically associated to the analysis of the possibility of changing laws in cosmology (Unger and Smolin, 2015) , since once the possible variability of the laws is admitted, then this mutability could also affect the manner in which the natural laws change -i.e., the meta-law--, and the problem of explaining the historical change of laws would have just been transferred to a higher level (the conundrum of the meta-laws). The proposed information-theoretic physical Darwinism would solve this problem acting as a natural self-generated meta-law, therefore eliminating the necessity of a recurrent explanation to higher levels.
The interaction between the world of ideas and the material world -or in a more physical terminology between information and matter-has been present in the history of physics from the Ancient Greece (Pombo, 2010 (Pombo, , 2015 . Since then the connections and interplay between these two worlds have been analyzed by certain schools of thought as a possible alternative key element in the understanding of nature.
The article is organized as follows. The theory and model for a fundamental physical system is analyzed in Section 2. The model for a biological system is described and the results discussed in Section 3. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 4. The paper also contains the extended appendix devoted to interconnection of our evolutionary model with Whiteheadian metaphysics.
Information-theoretic Darwinian model for a fundamental physical system.
An information-theoretic Darwinian approach (Baladrón, 2010 (Baladrón, , 2014 Baladrón and Khrennikov, 2016) applied to classical physical systems is presented in this Section. It is expected to explain the emergence of quantum mechanical behavior. Darwinism is going to play the role of the self-generated meta-law that determines the evolution of the programs -which in turn govern the behavior of the fundamental physical systems-stored on the probabilistic classical Turing machines from the initial informational blank state -corresponding to the Big Bang in the physical space-in which the physical systems are under the control of their respective randomizers.
The two main characteristics of this approach are influenced by two famous sayings of Wheeler. First, the weight of information as a fundamental element shaping matter behavior is deeply swayed by Wheeler's dictum "it from bit" (Wheeler,1990) . Second, an appealing answer to the challenging Wheeler's question "why the quantum?" is tentatively supplied by the usage of Darwinism in order to explore the possibility that quantumness might emerge from classicality as an efficient solution leading to steady physical systems. In other words, if the world is going to present regularities, then it must be quantum.
Composition of a physical system
A fundamental physical system is defined in this theory by its continuous trajectory in physical space ( ) and its average mass . Additionally, every system is complemented with both a methodological classical Turing machine 3 (see Barker-Plummer, 2016 Encyclopedia of Mathematics, 2013. Turing machine) and a random number generator defined on an information space. The randomizers completely control the self-interaction process of the physical systems at the first stage of the dynamics. As the information content increases with time, the programs progressively 3 In a simplified manner, a Turing machine can be defined as an abstract machine that is at any time in a state out of a list of specified states and is constituted by an one-dimensional infinite tape of adjacent cells in which information is or can be stored (in its simplest way as a string of binary code: zeros and ones, a symbol at every cell in the tape); a read/write head --located on a single cell--that can either write a symbol ("0" or "1") on the cell or move left or right along the tape, one cell at most at every step of the computation; and finally the program, i.e. a table of transition rules, every rule containing four elements: the machine's current state, a symbol ("0" or "1"), the machine's next state, and the action to be performed by the head. Every rule establishes that if the current state of the machine and the written value of the cell on which the head is located are the two first elements in the transition rule, then the next state of the machine and the action to be performed by the head are the third and fourth elements in the transition rule. An interpretation of the string of zeros and ones written on the tape when the machine halts must be added in order to give a meaning to the computation. In our case, the result of the computation would contain the parameters of the carrier to be emitted by the physical system. develop and take control of the system, although the randomizers will continue playing a role so as to optimize the strategies of the systems (Ross, 2006) . Thus, every physical system can be considered an agent that --as an object--obeys the classical physical constraints of conservation of momentum and energy when receiving the carriers of momentum, energy and information emitted by the surrounding systems, and --as a subject-emits a self-interacting self-interaction carrier 4 --of a certain momentum and energy--being the output of the program that rules the behavior of the system.
The state of a system is thus characterized by its position in the physical space -as in Bohmian mechanics (Goldstein,2016 )-, its random number generator or randomizer , and its program , the latter two elements defined on the information space. Hence, the theory possesses a minimalist realistic ontology.
A probabilistic classical Turing machine is able to do the very same tasks as a quantum Turing machine (Timpson, 2007) , in particular, the simulation of quantum behavior for a physical system. The randomizer is necessary to calculate the probabilities for the final states in the probabilistic classical Turing machine. The difference between both types of Turing machines resides in the efficiency. There are certain problems that a quantum Turing machine would solve much more efficiently. An example is the Shor algorithm (Shor, 1997) for factoring numbers on a quantum computer that has not known parallel counterpart on a classical computer. Thus, if it is expected to generate quantum behavior in real time by means of a probabilistic classical Turing machine, then it is necessary to implement a procedure developing efficient enough algorithms. This theory contends that Darwinian natural selection might be able to accomplish such a task.
Therefore, the backdrop of the theory is depicted by a physical space populated by systems with information processing capabilities that are governed by software programs. The degree of adaptation of every possible program to a certain environment can be measured by a merit function that 4 The interaction carriers are supposed to represent the basic mode of interaction between fundamental physical systems that should give account, as a result of Darwinian evolution, of the present-known interactions (through gauge bosons) between matter particles when quantum equilibrium had been reached.
defines a landscape of possible algorithms (Wolfram, 2002) -in evolutionary biology, the concept of fitness landscape was introduced by Wright (1932)--. So, assuming variability on the information space, e.g. through the process of read/write operation in the Turing machine, the program could move around the abstract landscape of possible algorithms and the natural selection pressure would shape the evolution of the population of systems in physical space towards the conditional peaks in the landscape on information space.
The physical system so defined is then characterized as a generalized Darwinian system (Aldrich et al., 2008) with the properties of variation, selection, and retention -i.e. the fit variants are kept in the new version of the program written on the tape of the Turing machine--. The population of the best adapted systems upon random variations on the information space would increase -i.e. selection-and the new features of these fittest systems would be retained in the new versions of the program written on the tape of every corresponding Turing machine -i.e. retention--.
Dynamics of a physical system: Bit from it and it from bit
The probabilistic classical Turing machine at = 0 only contains the randomizer, the basic set of elements and operations that defines the machine (see Encyclopedia of Mathematics, 2013. Turing machine), and the rules of connection between the information space on which the Turing machine operates and the physical space of the bare system. These rules state the following. First, the information about the physical space conveyed by the carriers that hit the system is stored on the tape of the Turing machine. And second, this information in the short term serves as input for the controlling program (transition rules) whose output determines the self-interaction of the system. At = 0 the emission of momentum-energy carriers is entirely at random, since there is no program commanding the system, only the randomizer. But as time increases the information accumulates and a program that takes control of the system evolves under natural selection.
In this theory every system is both an emitter and a receiver of information. This information is about the position that, at any time, every system occupies in the physical space. The carriers emitted by a system convey information about the position of the system (see Fig.1 for a graphical representation of a self-interaction cycle of a system). Then a receiver can construct -as in a radar problem--a probability distribution function ( ) for the position of every surrounding system, , from the information transported by the impinging carriers.
Symbolically, it might be said that every system as an emitter generates information about the real positions (paraphrasing Wheeler: it, i.e. the property that defines matter in the physical space in the theory) occupied by the system. This information (paraphrasing Wheeler again: bit) transported by the emitted carriers enables the receiver -by means of the information processor--to estimate a probability distribution function (bit) for the position of the emitters ( ), where denotes every emitter. A convenient way of measuring the amount of information contained in that distribution function is the Fisher information measure (Frieden, 1989; Honig, 2009 ) that is related to Shannon information, but better adapted to mathematically deduce a differential equation describing a dynamical process.
If the algorithm stored on the information processor were was complex enough, then it might could further elaborate the information contained in the probability distribution function about the current configuration of the surrounding systems, and estimate by means of an anticipation software module the possible future position configuration for the outside systems at time + ∆ . But this anticipations or projections of the future positions of the surrounding systems are nothing but the subjective beliefs ( + ∆ )--in the terminology of QBism, see Healey (2016)--of the system about the expected behavior of the outside observed systems at time + ∆ . As in Bohmian mechanics (Goldstein, 2016) , in this theory all the magnitudes must be characterized in terms of systems configurations (positions), since position is the defining property of a system. At this point, the meaning of information appears connected with the relevance or utility of the information for the stability or, in biological terms, survival of the system. The key point is the capability of anticipation through the processing of information that allows the system to assign meaning to the different consequences of an action in relation with the stability of the system and considering the estimated future configurations of the environment.
A final step has to be performed; it is to determine the output of the program, i.e. the self-interaction -the parameters of the carrier to be emitted for optimizing the stability of the system--. The result of the execution of the program after the elaboration of information (bit) is the new position (it) of the system.
A coherent series of interconnected definitions of information properties -resembling the pragmatic information project (Gernert, 2006; Roederer, 2016) and the concept of active information in Bohmian mechanics (Bohm and Hiley, 1993; Gernert, 2006; Hiley, 2002 )-for a microscopic physical agent has been established. In the next paragraphs, it is going to be discussed how this theory could drive these generalized Darwinian physical systems to behave quantum-like.
Proposal for an evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS)
In classical evolutionary biology the fitness landscape for possible strategies is considered static. Therefore optimization theory is the usual tool in order to analyze the evolution of strategies (Nowak and Sigmund, 2004 ) that consequently tend to climb the peaks of the static landscape. However in more realistic scenarios the evolution of populations modifies the environment so that the fitness landscape becomes dynamic. In other words, the maxima of the fitness landscape depend on the number of specimens that adopt every strategy (frequency-dependent landscape). In this case, when the evolution depends on agents' actions, game theory is the adequate mathematical tool to describe the process (Nowak and Sigmund, 2004) . But this is precisely the scheme in the present study, namely, the evolving physical laws (i.e. algorithms or strategies) are generated from the agent-agent interactions (bottom-up process) submitted to natural selection.
The concept of evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) (Maynard Smith, 1974) is central to evolutionary game theory. An ESS is defined as that strategy that cannot be displaced by any alternative strategy when being followed by the great majority -almost all-of systems in a population. In general, an ESS is not necessarily optimal; however it might be assumed that in the last stages of evolution --before achieving the quantum equilibrium--the fitness landscape of possible strategies could be considered static or at least slow varying. In this simplified case an ESS would be one with the highest payoff therefore satisfying an optimizing criterion. Different ESSs could exist in other regions of the fitness landscape.
An evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) (Maynard Smith, 1974) is defined as that strategy that cannot be displaced by any alternative strategy when being followed by the great majority -almost all-of systems in a population. Regarding the simplified case of a static landscape of strategies (Nowak and Sigmund, 2004) an ESS would be one with the highest payoff therefore satisfying an optimizing criterion. In the information-theoretic Darwinian approach it seems plausible to assume as optimization criterion the optimization of information flows for the system. Following this criterion a set of three regulating principles (Baladrón, 2014; Baladrón and Khrennikov, 2016) is proposed:
Principle 1 (Structure): The complexity of the system is optimized (maximized)..
The definition that is adopted for complexity in this theory is Bennett's logical depth (Bennett, 1988 ) that for a binary string is the time needed to execute the minimal program that generates such string 5 . Then the complexity of a system at time in this theory would be the Bennett's logical depth of the program stored at time in its Turing machine.
The increase of complexity is a characteristic of Lamarckian evolution, and it is also admitted (Adami, 2003; Miconi, 2008) that the trend of evolution in the Darwinian theory is in the direction in which complexity grows, although whether this tendency depends on the timescale --or some other factors--is still under discussion.
Principle 2 (Dynamics): The information outflow of the system is optimized (minimized).
The information is the Fisher information measure (Frieden, 1989; Honig, 2009 ) for the probability density function of the position of the system. According to Frank (2009) , natural selection acts maximizing the Fisher information within a Darwinian system. As a consequence, assuming that the flow of information between a system and its surroundings can be modeled as a zero-sum game (Frieden and Soffer, 1995) , Darwinian systems would follow the Principle 2.
Principle 3 (Interaction): The interaction between two subsystems optimizes (maximizes) the complexity of the total system.
The complexity is again equated to the Bennett's logical depth.
The role of Principle 3 is central in the generation of composite systems, therefore in the structure for the information processor of composite systems resulting from the logical interconnections among the processors of the constituents. In Section 3, this question will be further discussed.
There is an enticing option of defining the complexity of a system in contextual terms as the capacity of a system for anticipating the behavior at + ∆ of the surrounding systems included in the sphere of radius centered in the position ( ) occupied by the system (Baladrón and Khrennikov, 2016) . This definition would directly drive to the maximization of the predictive power for the systems that maximized their complexity. However this magnitude would definitely be very difficult to even estimate, in principle much more than the usual definitions for complexity --see Baladrón and Khrennikov (2016) for a commentary on other definitions of complexity in the perspective of this theory--.
Quantum behavior
Quantum behavior of microscopic systems should now emerge from the proposed ESS. In other terms, the postulates of quantum mechanics should be deduced from the application of the three regulating principles on our physical systems endowed with an information processor.
Let us apply the Principle 1. It is reasonable to consider that the maximization of the complexity of a system would in turn maximize the predictive power of such system. And this optimal statistical inference capacity would plausibly induce the complex Hilbert space structure for the system's space of states. This result has been analyzed in several studies (Aerts , 2008; De Raedt et al., 2013 , 2015 Summhammer, 1994 Summhammer, , 2007 . See also Baladrón and Khrennikov (2016) and references therein.
Let us consider the Principle 2. This is basically the application of the principle of minimum Fisher information or maximum Cramer-Rao bound (Frieden, 1989) on the probability distribution function for the position of the system. Frieden (1989) derives the Schrödinger equation from this hypothesis.
The concept of entanglement (Bub, 2016) seems to be determinant to study the generation of composite systems, in particular in this theory through applying the Principle 3. The theory admits a simple model that characterizes the entanglement between two subsystems as the mutual exchange of randomizers ( , ), programs ( , ) -with their respective anticipation modules ( , )--and wave functions ( , ). In this way, both subsystems can anticipate not only the behavior of their corresponding surrounding systems, but also that of the environment of its partner entangled subsystem (Baladrón, 2016 ) -see the Appendix for a deepest discussion on anticipation in the present theory--. In addition, entanglement can be considered a natural phenomenon in this theory, a consequence of the tendency to increase the complexity, and therefore, in a certain sense, an experimental support to the theory.
There are other two three studies that might sustain support the information-theoretic Darwinian approach to quantum mechanics. First, certain quantum-like properties obtained in the laboratory for a macroscopic liquid drop that bouncing on a vibrating bath forms a dynamical system with the surface waves that it produces (Perrard et al., 2014 (Perrard et al., , 2016 . They These authors show that the liquid drop, which is piloted by the surface waves generated by the drop itself, can be formally described by a Turing machine (Perrard et al., 2016) being the surface waves the locus of the information. Second, the study of Chatterjee et al. (2013) that shows in computer simulations that evolution through certain mechanisms can perform in polynomial time certain tasks that most evolutionary processes take exponential time to perform. Third, the astronomical and cosmological observations should constitute in a near future a fundamental arena in which this theory could be confronted (Baladrón, 2014) . The proposal of Valentini (2007) to test Bohm-like theories (deterministic hidden variables theories) by searching anomalies in astronomical observations which could correspond to the presence of remnants of quantum non-equilibrium in certain regions of the universe might be adapted to the present information-theoretic Darwinian approach.
In addition, the information-theoretic Darwinian approach is a minimalist realist theory -every system follows a continuous trajectory in time, as in Bohmian mechanics--, a local theory in physical space -in this theory apparent nonlocality, as in Bell's inequality violations (Khrennikov, 2016) , would be an artifact of the anticipation module in the information space--, although randomness would necessarily be intrinsic to nature through the random number generator methodologically associated with every fundamental system at = , and as essential ingredient to start and fuelthrough variation-Darwinian evolution. As time increases, random events determined by the random number generators would progressively be replaced by causal events determined by the evolving programs that gradually take control of the elementary systems. Randomness would be displaced by causality as physical Darwinian evolution gave rise to the quantum equilibrium regime, but not completely, since randomness would play a crucial role in the optimization of strategies -thus, of information flows-as game theory states (Ross, 2006) .
In summary, at the price of assuming fundamental systems endowed with a random number generator and a classical information processor, quantum mechanics might be explained through the action of Darwinian evolution in terms of a minimalist realist, local and quasi-causal theory -quasi-causal meaning that although the theory is intrinsically and fundamentally random, however it is random with a cause, that of developing an optimal strategy for the stability of the system.
Information-theoretic Darwinian model for a biological system
A natural extension of the information-theoretic Darwinian approach for biological systems is obtained taking into account that biological systems are constituted in their fundamental level by physical systems. Therefore it is through the interaction among physical elementary systems that the biological level is reached after increasing several orders of magnitude the size of the system and only for certain associations of moleculesbiochemistry.
In particular, this viewpoint lies in the foundation of the "quantum brain" project established by Hameroff (1994) and Penrose (1989 Penrose ( , 1994 . They tried to lift quantum physical processes associated with microsystems composing the brain to the level of consciousness. Microtubulas were considered as the basic quantum information processors. This project as well the general project of reduction of biology to quantum physics has its strong and weak sides, see, for example, (Tegmark, 2000) for discussion. One of the main problems is that decoherence should quickly wash out the quantum features such as superposition and entanglement. (Hameroff and Penrose would disagree with this statement. They try to develop models of hot and macroscopic brain preserving quantum features of its elementary micro-components.)
However, even if we assume that microscopic quantum physical behavior disappears with increasing size and number of atoms due to decoherence, it seems that the basic quantum features of information processing can survive in macroscopic biological systems (operating on temporal and spatial scales which are essentially different from the scales of the quantum micro-world). The associated information processor for the mesoscopic or macroscopic biological system would be a network of increasing complexity formed by the elementary probabilistic classical Turing machines of the constituents. Such composed network of processors can exhibit special behavioral signatures which are similar to quantum ones, see (De Barros and Suppes, 2009; De Barros, 2012) . We call such biological systems quantum-like. In the series of works Asano et al. (2014 Asano et al. ( , 2015 , there was developed an advanced formalism for modeling of behavior of quantum-like systems based on theory of open quantum systems and more general theory of adaptive quantum systems. This formalism is known as quantum bioinformatics.
The present quantum-like model of biological behavior is of the operational type (as well as the standard quantum mechanical model endowed with the Copenhagen interpretation). It cannot explain physical and biological processes behind the quantum-like information processing. Clarification of the origin of quantum-like biological behavior is related, in particular, to understanding of the nature of entanglement and its role in the process of interaction and cooperation in physical and biological systems.
We remark that qualitatively the information-theoretic Darwinian approach supplies an interesting possibility of explaining the generation of quantumlike information processors in biological systems. Hence, it can serve as the bio-physical background for quantum bioinformatics. There is an intriguing point in the fact that if the information-theoretic Darwinian approach is right, then it would be possible to produce quantum information from optimal flows of past, present and anticipated classical information in any classical information processor endowed with a complex enough program. Thus the unified evolutionary theory would supply a physical basis to QIB.
Conclusions.
A unified coherent description for physical and biological systems in terms of Darwinian evolution (completed by the anticipating component of the Lamarckian type) might be possible considering the results discussed in this article. Endowing classical elementary physical systems with an information processor and a randomizer transforms these systems in microscopic agents what allows exploring the possibility of generating quantum behavior from the optimization of information flows through Darwinian evolution. The possible emergence of quantum mechanics as an ESS has been discussed. Thus, nature --that is considered intrinsically random--is described in terms of minimalist realist systems that interact locally in physical space; apparent nonlocality being the result of anticipated possible information elaborated in the information space of every system from past and current information conveyed by interacting carriers among systems. This theory also enables a natural, continuous transition from physical to biological systems. In addition, certain difficulties of biology admit a natural explanation in this unified scheme in which randomness, information and anticipation are crucial concepts. A complete mathematical theory of evolution is a difficult task for the future, but, as this study suggests, it might be central for the advance in the knowledge of nature.
Appendix: Whiteheadian perspective on bio-physical evolutionary model Whitehead (1929 Whitehead ( , 1933 was one of the first philosophers who created a new philosophic system under the influence of new born quantum theory. His philosophic system is known as Philosophy of Organism. It played the important role in philosophic rethinking of foundations of physics, see, e.g., Shimony (1965) . The most striking feature of Philosophy of Organism is that it was the first attempt of unification of the physical and mental worlds on the basis of protomental elements. They can be considered as quanta of mentality and at the same time as basic elements of the physical world (treated as the world which is composed of quanta).
According to Whitehead(1929 Whitehead( , 1933 , the world consists of events. The basic events are so-called actual occasions. Objects arise as stable patterns in chains of actual occasions. An actual occasion is meaningful only with respect to a chain of the antecedent occasions. The basic features of a new-coming actual occasion are anticipated in antecedent actual occasions. However, the process of creation of new actual occasions is not deterministic. There is always present an element of random creation, creation of features which were not present in antecedent actual occasions. Such "random generator" associated with the process of creation is the main source of novelty in the world.
Let us consider the process of creation of an actual occasion Q in more detail. Denote this process by the symbol π. In the simplest case, we have a chain of actual occasions:
For example, such a chain can represent some enduring object -a persistent feature of the occasions in the chain. The process of creation of Q is based on memory about all antecedent occasions,…Φ,…,Σ ,…, Λ. However, the use of the memory resource is just one side of the process of design of Q. In some sense, this is still pure physical counter part of π. Now we consider a more striking side of π. At the step of creation of Q, the process π interacts with other actual occasions "nearby" Q . In general these occasions need not belong to the chain …Φ,…,Σ ,…, Λ. Moreover, π interacts with other processes of creation of new occasions. By collecting information about such neighboring occasions and processes, π can anticipate the future outputs of the latter (of course, such anticipation is probabilistic). This information plays the important role in creation of Q. 6 The anticipatory feature of the process of creation of new actual occasions can be treated as a mental counterpart of this process.
Thus, for Whitehead (1929 Whitehead ( , 1933 , even entities which are typically treated as of the purely physical nature, in fact, have some mental features. This is the natural basis for the unified description of physical and biological processes. This dimension of Philosophy of Organism is very supporting for our grand unification project for bio-physical evolution.
Finally, by overviewing the basics of Philosophy of Organism we present the Whiteheadian viewpoint on the appearance and 6 We remark that in his Philosophy of Organism Whitehead did not use the informational paradigm. Here we started to use it. On one hand, this simplifies the presentation of Whitehead's theory. On the other hand, it is useful as preparation to mapping of the basic entities of Philosophy of Organism to our quantum-like model of bio-physical evolution. We also remark that the closeness in the spaces of occasions and processes can also be formalized by using the informational paradigm, as a topological structure on the information space, see, e.g., (Khrennikov, 1999) . evolution (!) of physical laws. Consider a society (ensemble) 7 of actual occasions. There may be characteristics common to all or practically all members of society. Hence, the prehensions of new occasions will be uniform in some respects and such common characteristics would have the tendency to persist. We emphasize that this is not just the memory based persisting. This is also the common anticipation based persisting.
Physical laws are considered as special class of such commonality in prehensions.
Thus according to Philosophy of Organism physical laws are outputs of evolution of societies of actual occasions. In particular, they are not "given and firmly established" by nature. They are created in the processes of evolution based on the process of creation of actual occasions from antecedent actual occasions. Physical laws are not forever. They can be modified in accordance with modification of common characteristics in societies of actual occasions. Another important characteristic of physical laws (in the Whiteheadian framework) is that they are not deterministic. Since processes of creation of new actual occasions contain "elements of freedom", even in homogeneous societies of occasions the processes of creation are random.
We also stress that physical laws have no absolute validity. They hold for special societies of occasions. Moreover, the degree of their probabilistic validity can also depend on society. We also point to a very interesting Whitehead's idea about possible "degradation" of laws of physics. The degree (probability) of validity of some law can decrease in the process of evolution of a society of actual occasions. Of course, the same picture is valid for biological and social laws. In short, for Whitehead physical, biological, and social laws are products of evolution.
We now try to match the basic elements of Philosophy of Organism with our quantum-like model of bio-physical Darwinian evolution. The latter is based on the quantum information perspective. Therefore it is fruitful to consider Whitehead's philosophy of bio-physical reality from the same (quantum informational) perspective. Thus we can speak not about the mental (anticipating) component of each actual occasion, but about its information component.
The main difference between Whitehedian and our approaches is that the basic notion of our grand unification model is the notion of a system, say S. A process appears as a chain of state transformations for S,
However, in the information approach the system is merely an information transformer. We are interested in S not as an object, but just as the symbolic representation of the process (W1). For Whitehead, elementary quantum particles are just special chains of actual occasions having some enduring features which characterize elementary particles.
By Philosophy of Organism each actual occasion has the finite duration in time and it covers an extended domain in space, i.e., it cannot be modelled as a point-wise structure. This is one of the most cardinal differences from classical physics.
We first analyze the finite time duration of an actual occasion. In ESS and more generally in our bio-physical Darwinian evolution theory, the Whiteheadian creation of an actual occasion during some finite time interval can be associated with a step of processing done by the Turing machine which endows a quantum physical system or a biological system exhibiting quantum-like behavior.
Both Whitehead (1929 Whitehead ( , 1933 and the authors (Baladrón, 2010 (Baladrón, , 2016 Baladrón and Khrennikov, 2016) assumed the presence of a random element in the evolutionary dynamics. In our model, each information processor is endowed with a random generator, as a part of its probabilistic Turing machine. In Whitehead's Philosophy of organism the presence of a random element in creation of new actual occasions is the intrinsic feature of nature. It creates permanently novel characteristics of actual occasions.
The memory about preceding actual occasions is represented in the internal state of the Turing machine. Each Turing machine also receives information about previous and present states of "neighboring" Turing machines. This information is used to anticipate the coming outputs of these machines and produce the own output adapted not only to the present states of surrounding information processors, but even to their future outputs. Of course, this adaptation-anticipation is of the probabilistic nature.
Spatial extension of an actual occasion Q can be coupled with two fundamental quantum structures, superposition and entanglement.
In the Whiteheadian metaphysical model, each individual actual occasion is spatially extended, since its creation is based on a chain of antecedent occasions and anticipation of appearance of surrounding occasions.
First we consider the process of memory induced spatial extension of actual occasions. Even if the "initial actual occasion" Q(0) was pointwise (represented by a point in physical space ), it will diffuse and cover a domain in . A few generations of pointwise actual occasions, Q(0), Q(t 1 ),…, Q(t n ),generate a spatially extended actual occasion. It will be concentrated in the spatial domain with the skeleton X(t 1 ), …, X(t n ), where X(t j ) (belonging ) is the vector of coordinates of the (pointwise) actual occasion Q(t j ). Already the memory about say two preceding pointwise actual occasions Q(t 1 ) and Q(t 2 ) with the coordinates X(t 1 ), X(t 2 ) generates a spatially extended actual occasion.
The general process also includes the anticipating component and it accelerates the spatial spreading of an actual occasion. Suppose again that the initial actual occasion Q(0)was pointwise. However, as the result of "feeling" of surrounding actual occasions and processes of creation of new ones, Q(0) can lead to a spatially extended actual occasion.
In the quantum-like model, spatial extension of an information transformer (quantum-like system) is represented in the form of the spatially extended wave function Ψ(x) belonging to the state space L 2 ( ). 8 From Whitehead's viewpoint, this state presents the information about actual occasions which can be potentially generated in future. Thus the wave function Ψ(x) is of the anticipatory nature (and it also integrates the memory about preceding actual occasions). In Philosophy of Organism Ψ(x) cannot be interpreted as the "physical state". In particular, if the wave function Ψ(x) of say an electron is nonzero in two disjoint domains V1 and V2, this does not mean that the electron is "physically present" in both of them. Such Ψ(x) just anticipate the possibility of electron's "occasion" either in V1 or in V2. Such a viewpoint matches perfectly with the information interpretation of quantum mechanics (Zeilinger, 1999 (Zeilinger, , 2010 Zeilinger, 1999, 2009; D' Ariano, 2007; Chiribella, D'Ariano, and Perinotti, 2012) .
Similar argument applied to a group of actual occasions, say n occasions Φ,…, Σ, leads to an integral actual occasion which is spatially represented in . In quantum mechanics, we operate with the wave function Ψ(X 1 ,…, X n ), where X j belongs to . Thus an entangled quantum state can be interpreted as representing anticipation of potential realizations of a composite actual occasion.
In short, by the Whiteheadian interpretation quantum nonlocality is information nonlocality generated by memory about antecedent actual occasions as well as anticipation of potential surrounding occasions. This interpretation can be compared with the Bohm-Hiley (1993) interpretation of the wave function as the field of active information.
Again in short, the Whiteheadian philosophic system is very supporting for our model of bio-physical evolution -the model of Darwinian natural selection completed by the strong Lamarckian dimension (corresponding to the anticipatory feature of the process of creation of actual occasions). Figure 1 : Representation of a self-interaction cycle of a system. The information ( ) conveyed by the carrier emitted at time ( ∆ ) by the system located at and absorbed at by the system ! located at " is transferred to the information processor (supplemented with a randomizer ) as an input for a run of the program that calculates, as an intermediate step, the probability distribution function ( ∆ ) of the position occupied by the system at ( ∆ ) (and similarly for any surrounding system whose carriers impinge on system !). As another intermediate step, and mainly using the anticipation module of the program, the wave function " ( + ) of the system ! is computed, reflecting the subjective beliefs of system ! about the position to be occupied by the system at subsequent times (and similarly for any surrounding system whose carriers impinge on the system !). As a result, after a convenient postelaboration of the information and calculated anticipations at disposal (optimization for the stability of the system), a command is generated including the parameters of the carrier to be emitted by the system.
